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THE EMERGENCY OF CAPITALIST AGRICULTURE UT INDIA

In every major region of India today there is a boom in capitalist
agriculture. Several years of sustained high prices for foodgrains

■■V •. rv.T.-WV " ' '' : '• ; ' :
. 'j / '£G i. L Í'Í • 'have made investment in the production of high—yielding varieties of

paddy, wheat, maize and millets extraordinarily remunerative. Tube—

wells, electric pumpsets, tractors, bags of fertilizers pesticides
and weedkillers provitbe visible evidence of the new style of farming
which already covers a significant fraction of the land under cultiva¬
tion. It is not only villagers of means who have begun applying
modern methods on sizeable units of land. We are witnessing a verit¬
able rush to the countryside of city folk eager to sink substantial
suns into the soil.

The development of a technologically advanced, profit-oriented
sector in village agriculture is a very recent phenomenon. In the

years down to 1947» large landholders contented themselves, for the
most part, with giving out small parcels on one or another kind of

tenancy, Even where the fields were titled by labourers, the rela¬
tions between masters and servants followed "traditional" patterns
and the cultivation was carried on according to "traditional" methods.
The rarest type to come across in the Indian countryside in the days
before independence was a genuine capitalist producer who worked his
land with hired labour 'to produce crops for sale at a profit and re¬

invested his gains in intensifying production or enlarging the scale.
This should not be taken to mean that British imperial policy was

anti-capitalist. Quite the contrary. Government officials and other

British spokesman repeatedly called for a process of capitalist
development in. the countryside.
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Lord. Cornwall is ' s Intention --

The most ambitious British effort to promote agricultural capi¬
talism dates "back to the 1790"s when Lord Cornwallis, as Governor
General, pushed through the adoption of a Permanent Settlement of the
land revenue in Bengal and adjacent areas. In his campaign for settling
the Government's claim once and for all with the zamindars. Cornwallis

argued that agriculture could he made to flourish only in a country where
the landlords has a permanent property in the soil, (See R. Guba, A
Rule of Property for Bengal. 19^3)- Otherwise it would not be in

their interest to undertake improvements or to encourage the ryots,
their cultivations tenants, to do so. Quite simply Cornwallis aimed
to remake village India in the image of the contemporary English
countryside. It was. precisely the rural society of eighteenth century
England which provided the basis for the classic descriptions of capi¬
talism by Smith and Ricardo in terms of the economic relations among

prudent landlords, enterprising tenant farmers and free wage labourers.
That the hopes of Cornwallis and his successors were sorely disppointed
is only too well known.

The raiyatwari system of dealing directly with the cultivators
which was adopted by the East India Company in the nineteenth century
as the principal alternative to the Permanent Settlement was als.o -

considered by some of its supporters as a means of transforming Indian
agriculture. James Mill in particular held out great promise for the
long—term results of this policy. The definition and protection of
individual rights in the soil, Mill wrote, would have a liberating
effect, loosening the peasant's ties to custom and the community.
India might thus be stirred out of its stagnation, capital and labour
given free scope, and the path to agricultural improvement opened.

(E. Stokes, The English Utilitarians and India. 1959, PP» 69 & 127).
But once again the formula did not work.
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The Famine Inquiry Commission'appointed in 1878 lamented the
absence of private farms conducted for profit by men of intelligence
and industry acting as their own risk. In the judgement of the

Commission, India was a land of small cultivators where the wealthier
landlords took little personal interest in the details of better
husbandry. Even landholders with capital to spare did not invest it
in agricultural imporvements. Rather there was a general disbelief
in the financial advantages to be gained from changes in the system
of cultivation. (Report of the Indian Famine Commission, London," 188O,
Part II, pp. 137-138).

The eminent civil servant, statistician and historian,
Sir W.W. Hunter proposed in I88O a solution for the "overpopulation"
of Bengal. He called upon the Government to sponsor and assist the
establishment of colonies in the less densely peopled provinces — as

paying capitalist enterprises. "It is conceivable", he opined, "that
such facilities might be given as would make it profitable for capi¬
talism and land companies to found agricultural settlements in Assam
and the Central Provinces." He suggested the great landholders of
Bengal as suitable captains for these expeditions and mentioned by.
way of example the Maharajas of Burdwan and Barbhanga. Hunter was
convinced that such colonies could yield a good profit, "but it re¬
quires a capitalist, and above all a native capitalist." (The India
of the Queen. London, 1903, pp. 154-155).

Java as a Model

There were Indian voices to pick up the refrain. Justice Ranade,
the distinguished Maharashtrain economist and nationalist leader, made
a strong plea in 1890 for Government to back capitalist investment
in agriculture as it had in railway construction. He proposed as a
model the Culture System which had been utilized from 1830 t» 187O in
the Netherlands Indies. In Ranade's version of the scheme as adapted
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for India, Government should advance loans at low interest to private
Contractors, "native" as well as British, who would undertake to plant
particular crops for which there was a market in Europe. The raw

materials produced by these enterprises, Ranade insisted, should also
be processed by them in India. He summed up the Java Culture System
a3 a shceme for encouraging the planting of remunerative crops and

manufacturing them for the European market, by private agency and
private risk, with Government advances and under Government super¬

vision, and with Hovernment as the sole customer. This last aspect,
he believed, would not be suitable for adoption in India sinc.e the
British would not tolerate Government monopolies on th.e sale of .

certain products.

The fact that the scheme had become notorious in Java because it

was founded on forced labour, Justice Ranade brushed quickly aside.
The wages of labour in India, he explained, were so low that there
would be no need for, an indeed no economic advantage .in, the use of
force. (M.G. Ranade, "Netherlands India and the Culture System" in
Essays on Indian economics. 2nd Edition, Madras, 1906, pp. 7O-IO4).

Several years previously Justice Ranade had made his views very
clear as to the need for a class of wealthy large-scale Junker—style
farmers as well as an indepent "yeomanry." He wrote:

"A complete divorce from land of those who cultivate
it is a national evil, and no less an evil is it
to find one dead level of small farmers all over
the land. High and petty farming, witn an upper
ten thousand of the holders of large landed - —

estates, and a vast mass of peasant farmers, this
mixed constitution of rural society is necessary
to secure the stability and progress of the country;"
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(Ranade, "Prussian Land Legislation and the-Bengal Tefiancy Bill,"
op» oil» « PP» 276-313» See aïs® Bipan Chandra, lhe' Rise and Growth
of Economic Rationalism in India, Rev Delhi, 1966, pp. 486-493)

Call for Gentlemen Farmers
-XO',0

—
. " 'S. -T ... .... •' " ' i • J' .' 'x ' .<■ • ' •

Inaugurating the agricultural classes in the Engineering College
at Sihpur (Bengal) in 1898, Nitya Gopal RuRerji sketched the r»le .

he envisaged for the graduates of the new course. Some would serve

as as Revenue Officers, as District Engineers or in other governmental
posts where their special training would he of great value. Others •

could become gentlemen farmers. Professor Mukerjigpve a concrete

example to illustrate the part he felt they could most usefully play.
.: :.i. . :.'f- \i . ; 1 . 1 ' -

"Capitalists and educated men can derive profit from
agriculture hy acting as middlemen.... One has, say,
five hundred highas of land. He gets some cultiva¬
tors of the neighbourhood to go into partnership
with him and to' give him half the produce. He gives
them seed, well selected and of superior kindsj
he finds them superior appliances for irrigation,
hoeing, 'thrashing and winnowing; he buys for them
manures, and he takes half the crop for himself.
He knows how to store his crop secure against
insects, and he sells it for seed again at twice
the prioe at which he would have sold his crop a.t
harvest time."

If trained agriculturists adopt this system of "cultivation by partner
ship" which is already well-recognized in Bengal, the result "may
prove to be of -the highest benefit--in introducing superior staples
and superior methods of cultivation." - —

Professor Mukerji tended to be dubious about the profitability
of farming directly with hired labourers.
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"By ordinary farming, i.e., by cultivating rice and
pulses, with.hired labour, a capitalist cannot expect
to make farming pay in this country...... The average
outturn. per..sore, .from mixed farming may be safely put
down at Rst 50 and the cost also at Rs, 50» Ordinary
farming therefore just keeps the cultivators who are
their own field labourers and it pays them no better
than service as a ooolie, It is only by growing-special
crops such as sugarcane etc. that a capitalist or gentle¬
man farmer may hope to make farming pa,"

(K.G. Muker.fi, Handbook of Indian Agriculture. 1901 • First Edition,
PP« 5-9 amd 196).

H. Stanley Jevons, one of the pioneer British professors of Econo¬
mics in India, gave a talk in Bombay in 1915. entitled "The Capitalistic
Development of Agriculture." Professor Jevons strongly urged that more

capital and energy be invested in agriculture by both landholders and
cultivators. He called upon the zamindars to adopt the policies of groat
English landlords who undertake permanent .improvements on their estates
to facilitate the farming enterprises of their tenants. Members of
landholding families should also, he believed, run large home farms
directly. Government', and in some cases also large zamindars, could
further the capitalistic development of agriculture by making available
farms of from 300 to 1,000 acres each to be operated by men trained in
agricultural colleges. Where the land was in the hands of small culti¬

vators, the aim could be pursued by such means as consolidation of
holdings; cooperation for credit, supplies and marketing; Government
inspëction and grading of crops offered for sale; and the inculcation

• - • • :«

through schools of habits of thrift. (Proceedings of the Eleventh
Industrial Conference. Bombay,. 1915. as published at Amraoti, 1916)
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The Royal -Commission òn Agriculture in its Report on

the investigations it had carried out from 1926 to 1928 de¬

plored the fact that India had many large landholders but few

large-scale :farms. The Commission believed that it was important" "

to encourage large landlords to develop their estates by establishing
home farms run on modern scientific lines. They also urged that
the big landlords should use their capital, which the Commission
deemed ample, to sink' tubewells, dig minor irrigation canáls, build '
power plants, and undertake drainage and" flood protection projects.
Along with their home farms the landlords should develop seed farms;
they should breed- pure lines of livestock for their own needs and

those* of their cultivating tenants.
i;. ■ 'j '• ' ■-/ ■■ -J J .... .à. Oi-' ' ■ - - ■ •••'■■ }

One great obstacle to large-scale farming, the Commission
observed, was the way the tenancy legislation prevented capitalists
and enterprising landlords from obtaining unrestricted possession
of compact blocks of land,. Although questions of land tenure were

excluded from their terms of reference, the Commission took the
liberty of suggesting that, where the existing laws appeared to
inhibit enterprising landlords, suitable amendments should be
introduced to remove such difficulties. ' (Royal Commission on

Agriculture in India, Report. Calcutta, 1928, pp. 12 and 425-426).

Despite the fact that the Chairman of the Royal Commission,
Lord Linlithgow, was subsequently named Viceroy of India and served
in this post from 1936 to 1943, nothing came of the recommendation*
The oft-described vision of a progressive English-style capitalist
agriculture in India appeared no nearer fulfilment in the days of
Lord Linlithgow than in those of Lord Cornwallis. ; -

; >AvT "TO i Oi-i ■ ... . . -f-HT-l'.V:
. i

(ft ■' t<>'l ' ,jJOS. ' ' ■ ■ " • ■" '-o1 : '
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The Plantations

Capitalist enterprise did however take root and eventually thrive

in one particular sphere of agricultural production, the plantations.

Regular "business companies were formed to explore the possibilities
of raising crops not previously cultivated in India which could be
soli on the European market. In the initial stages the planters re¬

ceived much governmental assistance. Prom the 1830's onwards toa
and coffee, later rubber, were planted in large "gardens" located in
the hills, typically on land which had not previously been cleared.

Ownership and mangement were almost without exception British; the
labour was imported on a full-time or seasonal basis from the plains.
The most important of these operations was the tea industry which,

by the time of the first World War occupied over 600,000 acres and
utilized the latest developments in applied agricultural science.

(Harold H. Mann, The Social Framework of Agriculture, Bombay, 1967»
pp. 250-251 and 402-451)' It is scarcely surprising that capitalism
did not spread from the upland plantations to the villages in. the

plains since the separation between the two modes of agriculture was

so sharp, socially as well as geographically.

What did change significantly in many areas of the Indian coun¬

tryside was the crop patterns the peasants came to grow increasing

quantities of industrial crops. The earliest to become widespread

was indigo, fostered by the East India Company from the end of the
18th century. Although we read of indigo ""plantations" owned and

managed by British "planters," the terms are rather misleading since
the so-called planters were primarily processors. By far the great¬
est amount of indigo was grown by small peasants under various systems
of advances against sales. Similar credit and marketing arrangements

were used to promote the cultivation of such crops as cotton, jute,

groundnuts and sugarcane from about i860 onward. There were also

important increases in the production of wheat and rice for the

market. The Indian villagers were, of course, accustomed for many
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centúrios to growing foodstuffs find fibres destined to nourish and
clothe the cities. It proved possible for them, within the frame¬
work of "traditional" peasant agriculture, to meet the rising demand
for high-grade cereals and a variety of industrial raw materials.
The fact that the cultivators grew what the market required did not
mean that they had become little capitalists.

In theory, the peasants who grow tho more valuable crops should
have been able to profit from their sales in sufficient measure to
invest in the improvement of their cultivation. In practise, the
systems of landholdihg, taxation, credit and marketing served to
skim off the benefits in favour of other social groups. Tho vast ma¬

jority of the cultivators never had. a chance to accumulate for them¬
selves enough capital with which to become capitalist farmers. For
the upper classes, who were in a position to collect rents, lend out
money at interest, or trade in agricultural commodities, the returns
were so high that there was little'incentive to invest in cultivation
proper.

Independence : Advent of Planning

Political independence, attained in 1947» provided the indispen¬
sable leaven required to prepare the way for tho current boom ill ca¬

pitalist agriculture. The now national government which took office
under Nehru was committed to a thoroughgoing economic transformation
in order to overcome India's poverty and backwardness. In very short
order, tho country embarked upon a programme of investment, industriali
sation and developmental activities which would have been inconceivable
within the older imperial structure.

One of-the principal achievements of the first three five-year
plans (1951-1966) was the progress made toward the establishment of
a nucleus of modern industry in each major sphere of manufacture.
Hundreds of new plants under both public and private ownership were
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constructed and "brought into production. Large public works included

hydroelectric projects, roads, expansion of railway, harbour and air-'

j-

port facilities. State and municipal authorities as well as the
Centre put up office buildings, housing estates, even whole new towns,
like Chandigarh and Bhubaneshwar.

Implementation of the educational targets Of the plans gave pri¬
mary and secondary schools to thousands of villages and towns. For

L
.

higher studies a scries of institutes of technology, colleges, en¬
tire now universities, and national research laboratories in the pure
and applied sciences were inaugrated. During the same years clashes

wjth Pakistan and China over border issues led to large military
budgets. Factories were' set up to turn out a wide variety of arma¬

ments, some"of them as sophisticated as late-model Mig fighters. All
taken together, the immense investments in public works, civil indus¬
try and military equipment led to a hugh increase in the demand upon

agriculture for foodstuffs and raw materials.

It is sometimes said that the five-year plans neglected agricul¬
ture. This charge cannot be taken seriously. The facts are that in
India's first twenty-one years of independence more has been done to
foster change in agriculture, and more change has acturally taken
place, than in the preooding two hundred years.

Effect of Land Reforms

, The decade after 1947 -witnessed an iipressive series of land
reforms. The laws actually passed differed considerably from State
to'State ï the broad results however are quite clear. A sizeable num-

ber of landlords, particularly among the absentees who had made their
homes in the cities, lost much of their land in favour of their tenants
in ;the villages. Many millions of cultivators who had previously been
weak tenants or tenants—at—will were enabled to become superior tenants
or virtual owners'^ I concede this, even though I know, and have
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repeatedly put in print, the view that evasion (1001 ways of evasion)
of land reform has "been notorious, widespread, and systematicj and
that loopholes for these 1001 ways of evasion have been deliberately

put into the land reforms.

Of course the former landlords did what they could to evade the
new laws. Those with' firm roots in the countryside often succeeded.'

One of the devices widely employed was to shift tenants about each

year from one piece' of'land to another so that they would not be

able to entablish rights as' cultivators on particular plots'. An¬
other stratagem, explicityly permitted up tC"certain limits Under
some of the State laws, was for the owners t:o take ftor their ohla
cultivation as home farms land which had regularly been given out
to tenants. Sometimes weak tenants or crcpsharers were' compelled to'

sign statements alleging that they were employed as labourersso "
that* the landlord would claim to be the cultivaior. The reform legis¬
lation thus had the effect of inducing landed proprietors to under¬
take cultivation, or, at the least, to make'-a show of cultivating, if
they wished to hold on the some of their ancestral lands.

(See for example T.R. Metcalf, "Landlords without Land s the U.P.
Zamindars Today, "Pacific Affairs, Vol. XL, Hos. 1 & 2, 1967? PP* 5-18)

Agricultural labourers'were scarcely in a position to benefit
from the land reforms. Practically nowhere in India was any lhnd'
actually distributed to thôm. But a number óf other factors led to

an important Ghange in their status. Among these were the increase
of opportunities for non-agricultural work in construction, road-

building etc.; the necessity for the higher Classes to appeal to them
in the--elections based on universal manhood suffrage j and the widening
of education. As a result, the various forms of bondage and unfree
labour services, which were formerly rampant in many parts of India,
have now virtually disappeared, except in States still notorious for

this, as parts of Bihar and adjacent areas.
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Along with the land reforms came a series of measures intended

to revitalize agriculture. (For a useful review see R. Saran and

H.L. Chawla, "Food Production Policies and Programmes since Indepen¬

dence," The Indian Journal of Public Administration, Vol. XIII, lie.3,
19679 PP» 461-483). Modest schemes for improvement of minor irriga¬
tion works, clearing of weed-infested areas by tractors, distribution
of manures, seeds and fertilizers were followed early in the plan

period by the much-publicized Community Projects. From an initial
Block in Etawah District (Uttar Pradesh), the Projects and the Na¬
tional Extension Service which succeeded them eventurally (by 1966)
covered the whole of rural India. They were conceived as an inte¬

grated campaign to inculcate better farming methods, supply seeds,
implements anu other agricultural needs, mobilize the villagers for
small-scale public works, and generally improve the quality of life
in the village through such means as adult education and sanitation.

Village level workers (popularly VLT/s), Agricultural Extension Officers
and Block Development Officers became an accepted feature of the rural

scene•

In addition the Central and State Governments undertook a num¬

ber of specific programmes for installing tubewells," village electri¬
fication, land reclamation, protection against erosion etc. The

Ministries of Agriculture in New Delhi and in the State capitals and
the Indian Council for Agricultural Research went ahead with work on

plant and livestock breeding and other scientific problems. On the

recommendation of the Reserve Bank of India, the Government, in
the second half of the 1950's, threw its weight behing a nationwide
drive for the development of agricultural credit and marketing co¬

operatives.
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Socialist Ideology:

The ideology in terms of which Nehru presented the successive
agricultural improvement projects to the annual sessions of the Indian
National Congress and to the Indian public especially from 1955 onward
was egalitarian, cooperative and socialist. The aim was not only to
increase production hut also to create a more just social order in
the countryside. From working together in community development ac¬
tivities and multi-purpose cooperatives, the peasants would progress
to joint farming of their landholdings, and eventually to socialized
agriculture.

What actually took place was rather different. A handful of
families typically dominated the economic affairs of each village. As
hirers of labour, givers—out of land on tenancy or cropshare, some—
times traders and moneylenders to boot, they held sway over the smal¬
ler cultivators and other petty folk. Within the village, this group
was rich and powerful. By the same token they turned out to be the
best able to profit from the benefits offered by the new programmes.
It was they who had the fields on which to experiment with the supe¬
rior seeds, the funds with which to purchase fertilizers, the well to
be equipped with electric pumps, the bullock carts to take advantage
of the new r-eads, the credit standing with which to get advances from
the cooperatives, i.e. to transform theirragriculture with other
people's or government capital. (For a convenient summary, see Gunnar
Myrdal." Asian Drama, 1968, Vol. II, pp. 1.340-1346), It was not un¬
common, in a number of districts, for the funds obtained by these lead
ing families from the coopératives for crop production at. low rates
of interest to be lent out again at higher, rates,, use.d to buy up .com¬
modities for speculation, or invested in non—agricultural enterpiises,
such as bus lines. To an important extent, the large public expendi¬
ture on rural improvement served to put money into the pockets of a
minority of landholders and cultivators in each village. In the ini¬
tial years, it was by no means clear how many, of those who profited
would actually be led to reinvest their gains in cultivation, rather
than in ether ventures which were traditionally more remunerative.
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In the lively national debate over ways and means of develop¬
ment which characterized the 1950's, agricultural policies were sub¬
jected to frequent official evaluation and almost constant public

criticism. Numerous observers expressed dissatisfaction with the the
results of the land reforms and improvement programmes which had been

inaugurated with grel.t fanfare. One point of view presented was that

Community Projects, Extension Services, and specialized agencies were

spread too thinly in their attempt tc cover the entire country: they
were trying to do too much in too many places with insufficiently
trained personnel. «

An alternative proposal was put foward in 1959 6y a group of
American advisers brought to India by the Ford Foundation. The Ford

Team recommended a concentrated effort to push a few crops (above all,
rice, wheat and maize) in selected areas considered to have the grea¬

test potentialities for a rapid increase. For maximum results, a
combination or "package" of improved practices was to be applied simul¬

taneously. The Government of India agreed to try out this "package
programme." Between 1960 and 1962 it was launchéd on an experimental
basis in fifteen districts, one in each State.

The total output of foodgrains per year in India in 1.950-1953,
using the government own revised figures as issued in the 1960's, at
the beginning of the plan period stood at about 60 million tens. Dur¬

ing the 19501 s it rose by ,about-one-third. As. comapred y/ith the stay-
nation-of the interwar years, the increase represented a solid achieve¬
ment . (For pre—independence years see G, Blyn, Agricultural Trends in
India, 1891-1947. 1966, pp.9.5-96). But it did not suffice to meet
India's growing needs. -,

By the early 1960's the cereal production curve tempcraiily
flattened out at about 80 or 82 million tons. With the exception of
the crop year 1964—65, the total figure remained at or below the 82
million mark up through 1966—67. Meanwhile the population continued to
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grow at the rate of about two and a half percent per year, and theimplementation of the big third five-year plan for 1961-66 plus the
supplementary arms programme put more and mere funds into the handsof the urban Consumers. One ochsequence was that foodgrain pricessoared up and stayed up even after the harvesting of the splendid• • ;

1964—65 crop,- and despite massiv wheat imports.

New Technical Possibilities:
. ~":;

An assiired market at sustained, high prices provides the clas¬sic incentive to investment in business enterprise. This prospectoccurred in India just at a conjuncture when new technical possibili¬ties of multiplying crop output were becoming available and when
people with funds to spare were looking for new opportunities. Agri¬cultural scientists in the United States, the Phillippines, Formosa,1'Mexico and elsewhere have succeeded in recent years in breeding a.series of varieties whieh^ with heavy doses of chemical and naturalfertilizers, ample water and protection against pests and diseases,provide dramatic increases in yield. The credit for breeding the newhigh-yielding wheats is usually given to the wheat Research Stationestablished in Mexico, with Rockefeller and other U.S. subsidies after1945. Although they played a role, this kind of presentation deesless than justice to what Mexico's own scientists planned, formulated,and actually tried and started tc dc at least as early as the CardenasGovernment of the 1930' s and thereafter - I owe this to Pr^f,Ivan BUDDENHAGEN. University ox Hawaii. By viriv - of the national- T^-

search institutions, agricultural universities, experimental stations,seed farms etc. which had been established since 1947y and also ofthe activities of the village level workers and extension agents inpopularising the idea of better varieties, India was prepared in themiddle of the 1960's for the introduction of new strains of paddy suchas Taichung Native 1, Tainan 3, IR 8 and ADT 27. Mexican dwarf wheat
varieties, in particular Somora 64 and Lerma Rcjo, which were triedcut in the same years, appeared to prosper under Indian conditions.
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High-yielding mybrid seeds wf maize, jower, bajra and other millets
have also been developed by new for use in India. With their heavy
requirements of water, fertilizers and pesticides, the new varieties
obviously cost the oultivatcr much more to grow, but the yields per
acre are at least in the' initial years, often double that which can
be obatined with ordinary seeds and methods. (See Third Report on

Intensive Agricultural District Programmet 1965-66 and 1966-67 Minis¬
try of Pood and Agriculture, New Delhi, 1967)»

Among the farmers who welcomed the advent of the Formosa paddy
and the Mexican wheat were, of course, the substantial village land¬
holders who had survived the land reforms and benefited handsomely
from the Community Projects and «. ther forms cf governmental aid in
the 1950» s. To produce the new varieties cf food grains or the even
more rewarding fruits (especially grapes), eggs, poltry and green
vegetables, for which there has been an increasing urban demand, re¬
quires careful supervision. Proprietors who had been in the habit
cf giving out much of their land to cropsharers or on other typesof tenancy (more or less open according to the laws of the particular
State) now found it more profitable to farm directly with hired hands.
In many instances cropsharing arrangements have been terminated. Theformer tenants have been taken on as agriculture 1 labourers, or elsehave had to go off to the -urban slums in search cf some ether employ¬ment.

Another group ready to invest in production of the high-yield¬
ing varieties or the specialty crops were middle-sized cultivators
who formerly worked only with their own hands and those of the other
members of their families. In the wake of the land reforms and gene¬ral economic expansion, seme of these have managed to acquire mo-re
land and have started to hire labourers. Village.merchants and money¬lenders who had not previously taken interest in farming have also
joined the bandwagon in order to pre fit from the favourable new situa¬
tion.
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Urlian Recruits:

The most unexpected newcomers t»_ agriculture are the recent
recruits fr^m the cities. Doctors, lawyers, and other professional
men, high-ranking government officers, military as well as civilian,have started purchasing land and embarking upon scientific cultiva¬
tion. ' Often the new landowner drives cut early in the iteming fromthe town to supervise the operations on his farm; he returns in goodtime for his own main urban occupation. For some of the-businessmenand industrialists possibly a great many who have joined the flightto the land, there is an added incentive. Black or grey market moneyacquired in urban pursuits can be declared as the profit on the pro¬duction of a valuable crop such as table grapes; and there no agri¬cultural income tax to speak cf. Obviously the educated and sophis¬ticated city people, well-connected politically and with acess to

ample funds from Government, cooperatives'er -everrpri'vatë" banks, canobtain the maximum technical assistance from governmental agenciesfor their farming ventures.

There has meanwhile been an important shift in national policy.After the failure of the monsoon in 1965» "the Centre adopted a NewAgricultural Strategy based upon the package programme. The bulk ofaid was henceforth to be concentrated in these parts of Indian bestsuited for the exploitaticn of the hybrids and the high-yielding varie¬ties, The areas selected for this purpose were those with an assuredwater supply - canals, tubewells, cr dependable rainfall - and othernatural and institutional advantages which had already made them the
most prosperous agricultural regions of the country. Of the 300 oddmillions of acres cultivated in India, 32 million or roughly ten per¬cent were chosen in this manner to receive top priority in the supplyof seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, farm equipment, pump-sets, soil ""testing facilities, agricultural education programmes and the like.
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Not surprisingly, the districts and parts of districts singled
out for favourite-son treatment are precisely those area wherek a si-
ginficant number of the local proprietors and the more successful cul¬

tivators have already taken to relatively large-scale farming with
hired labourers, modern methods, and a sharp eye for profit. It is
also in these tracts what rural merchants and moneylenders have seen

fit to, go in for agriculture as a business proposition, and, to a con¬
siderable extent, where city people have sited their farming enter¬
prises. All of these capitalist agriculturists taken together add up,
of course, to a small minority of the working farmers of the chosen

regions. But, given their many advantages over the rest of the villa¬

gers, the lien's share cf government assistance inevitably finds its
way tc them. In effect, for coping with the food problem, the Govern¬
ment is new pinning its hopes on the speedy development of capitalism
in the Indian Countryside.

Size of Capitalist Sector:

We do not have the kind of data that would permit us to- say
within reasonable limits how many capitalist farms there are in India

today. It may be worthwhile, however, to mention tow earlier esti¬
mates based primarily on the Census of Landholding conducted by the
National Sample Survey in 1953-54 and. on the series of Farm Management
Studies carried out in the different States from 1954 on. Sulekh
Chand Gupta of the Agricultural Economics Research Centre of the Delhi

University took as his point of departure the concentration of hired

labourers on larger—sized £arms as shown in the management studies.
In the State of Uttar Pradesh, which he cited as an example, wage-
labour provided a larger contribution to agricultural output than
family labour on farms 20 acres and over in size. Noting that the
size of the holding upon which the bulk of year—round farm servants
are concentrated varies between 7.5 acres in East and South India to

20 acres .in North-West India, he proposed to take the number of house¬
holds operating 20 acres or more as a rov^jh guide to the number of
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capitalist farms. On this h^.sis he suggested that, as of 1953—54j
capitalist agriculture was heing carried on "by less than 6 or 7 per• -

. ... » : 2 al.-iil ■"cent of all farms accounting for about one-third ('of the total area
✓

» •cultivated. (/Hew Trends of Growth" in Seminar, New Delhi, issue
devoted to Indian Agriculture, October, 19^2, No.38, p.26).

G.G, Kotovsky of the Institute of the Peoples of Asia in Moscow
followed a line of reasoning similar to Gupta's. On the grounds that
in arid parts of India a holding of 20 acres may be cultivated mainly
by family labour And that in irrigated regions hired labour may pre-• ' ' \ : '

• *•dominate on farms as small as five acres, he estimated that the area
"cultivatèd wholly or mainly by hired labour in 1953-54" was approxi¬
mately 25-3® per cent. Judging by this distribution of the operated
area Kotovasky concluded that the capitalist ...sector represented the
leading tendency in Indian agriculture, although it was not yet domi¬
nant. (Agrarian R'eforms in India. Bombay, 1964» PP#157-158)

The difficulty with both of these estimates is that,...unlike
capitalistic production in agriculture, the use of labourers is no new
element in the Indian countryside. It goes back at least to the Mughai
era and probably to remote antiquity. With regard to more recent times,millions of field workers and farm servants were recroded in the early
population censuses from 1081 onward. The fact that cultivation is
carried on by hired workers does not necessarily mean that we have a
capitalist farm oriented toward profitability, reinvestment and expan¬
sion.

Aided by the superior technical knowledge and indefatigablo
efforts of my wife, I have worked through the data already mentioned
for the 195cs and I have struggled with the latter figures available
in the household tables of the Census of 1961 and in the National Sample
reports on landholding in I96C—61 and 1961-62. But at least as of 19^8,I can come up with no assessment of the size of the capitalist class in
agriculture which strikes me as any less crude than the tentative per¬
centages put forward by Gupta and Kotovski. Going by what I have seen
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myself, and by the reports of many other observers, I would say
that the number of genuine agricultural capitalists was quite small
in the early 1950's, smaller than the proportion suggested by Gupta
or Kotovsky; but that it.has since been increasing, rapidly in the
second half. of. the- 1960's. V.K.R.V. Rao was already calling atten¬
tion to signs of this in 1962, a

. .

Por the first time a class of capitalist farmers has come
into being on an all-Inaia scale. It is certainly likely to continue
to grow in the proximate future. But I should not like to try to fore¬
tell what will become of Indian agriculture as a whole. The prospect
for the vast mass of petty cultivators of the present d^y.is far fromclear. If for no other reason, their very number makes it.impossible
for many of them to become capitalist farmers. Whether they will
continue at low levels of productivity and low levels of living along¬side of the efficient capitalist enterprisés, as in Mexico; whetherthey will be able to adopt modern methods and perhpas comine farmingwith non-farm employment, as in Japan; or whether their destiny willbe similar to neither of these previous patterns of development, onepossibility seems to have been ruled cut. To the extent that the
Government of India ever intended to do mere than toy with the ideaof introducing socialism in the countryside, we may say that it has
been no more successful in that direction than was the British regimein introducing capitalism.


